.

We are looking forward to you joining us in September as we have lots of fun
activities that you can take part in, such as ‘Maths Games Club’, ‘Rubik’s cube
masterclasses’ and competitions like ‘Maths Challenge’ where you can complete
against pupils in other schools.
During Year 7 you will be practising a lot of the topics that you met in primary
school and learning some new ones too! Have a look at the topics in the booklet
and see which ones you recognise and can do already!
During the school holiday you can also visit the website
https://www.transum.org/Software/Fun_Maths/ for some fun maths activities
to do.
See you soon,
Mrs Martin
Leader of Learning Mathematics

The Decimal Number System

3 245 769 is three million, two hundred and forty five thousand, seven hundred and sixty nine.
In the number 3 245 769 the 5 stands for five thousand and the 2 stands for two hundred thousand.
27.398 is twenty seven point three nine eight; you will note that fractions are read as single numbers.
In the number 27.398 the 3 stands for three tenths, the 9 stands for nine hundredths and the 8 for eight
thousandths.

Directed Numbers

A negative and an operation can lead to two signs being written next to each other e.g. 3 + −4 and
5 – −7
When two signs are written next to each other they can be simplified: – − is the same as +, + − is the
same as –

Proportion
A description of a situation using the total number e.g. In a class of 20 there are 13 boys.

Ratio
A description of a situation using the composite numbers e.g. In a class there are 13 boys and 7 girls.
The ratio of boys to girls is 13:7.

Fractions, decimals and percentages
Are three ways of saying the same thing, they share a common format if expressed in hundredths.
Fraction =

78
100

, Decimal 0.78, Percentage 78%

Fractions are numbers that include part of a whole number, they are written as

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟
𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟

.

The denominator tells you how many divisions make a whole number .
Decimals are written after a decimal point in decreasing multiples of 10.
Percentages are written as hundredths, the percentage sign means the number is 100 times smaller than it
is shown.

Order of operations (BODMAS)
There is an order to operations:
B (Brackets) - any calculation within a bracket is completed first .
O (Order) – any term with a pOwer is completed second.
D
M (Multiplication and Division) – any multiplication or division is completed third
A
S (Addition and subtraction) – completed last and in a left to right order.

Standard units of length, mass and volume

Time

Number Facts

Axes for Graphs

Triangles

Quadrilaterals

3 Dimensional Solids

Symmetry

Data Types

Types of Graph

